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Abstract: Ever since the introduction of 3D printing, industries have seen an exponential growth in
production and efficiency. Three-dimensional printing is the process of additive manufacturing (AM)
in which the conventional method of material removal is challenged. Layer-on-layer deposition is
the basic principle of the AM. Additive manufacturing technologies are used to create 3D-printed
objects. An object is built in an additive technique by laying down successive layers of material until
the object is complete. Each of these layers can be viewed as a cross-section of the item that has been
lightly cut. When compared to traditional production methods, 3D printing allows the creation of
complicated shapes with less material. In conventional methods, the materials go through several
damages due to the tool–workpiece contact creating friction between them and the dissipated heat
that damages the material. Overcoming the conventional method of machining with the help of
3D printing is a new advancement in the industries. The process involves using non-conventional
methods for the machining of the parts. This research was oriented towards the chemical vapor jet
drilling of the acrylonitrile–butadiene–styrene (ABS) materials. ABS materials are highly machinable
and can be recycled for further usage. This paper focused on the usage of acetone as the chemical
for drilling. The surface roughness and circularity of the drilled hole was taken into account for this
research paper. We set up a manual experiment to run tests and get results. A vapor jet machine
was designed with acetone as the core for the vapor. Various analyses were also formulated and
conducted during experimentations. Surface roughness analysis provided the insight of roughness
after the machining with the help of acetone vapor jet spray. SEM and micro-image parameters were
also considered for more clear and advanced reports. In this research paper, DSC and FTIR analysis
were performed to understand changes in the internal structure and the material properties of the
ABS. Moreover, the research aimed to investigate the effect of various inputs processing parameters
such as pressure, flow rate, and stand-off distance on the surface roughness and circularity of ABS
workpiece material. The Taguchi L9 orthogonal array design was utilized to conduct tests by chemical
vapor jet drilling using acetone and to evaluate the performance of the set-up while reducing the
influence of interfering factors in order to provide reliable surface finish and circularity results. The
results and conclusion of the research paper aimed to determine the most suitable parameters for the
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non-conventional acetone vapor jet drilling of the ABS material. The theoretical calculations predicted
1.64432 and 0.3289080 values of surface roughness and circularity, respectively. On the other hand, the
experimental values were recorded as 1.598 for surface roughness and 0.322 for circularity. Therefore,
a negligible error of 0.046 for surface roughness and 0.0031 for circularity, respectively, was noted
which validate the statistical equations and the consistency of the combined vapor jet drilling process.

Keywords: additive manufacturing; acrylonitrile–butadiene–styrene; chemical vapor jet drilling;
surface roughness and circularity; SEM analysis; DSC analysis; FTIR analysis; L9 Taguchi orthogonal
array

1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) is a set that comprises a wide range of rapid tooling
(RT) techniques and focuses on the production of complex geometries in an efficient way. It
is a type of 3D printing which reduces time and is highly cost efficient. AM is a layered
manufacturing technique which is an advancement in rapid prototyping (RP) production.
It is a non-conventional method of production that eliminates the traditional manufacturing
elements such as tools, machining process, jigs, and fixtures [1,2]. AM techniques such as
fused deposition modeling (FDM) have their application in our day-to-day life. FDM is
used in industries such as aerospace, automobile, medical, toy, construction, and marine
engineering [3]. The FDM technique is a fast, inexpensive, clean, and safe method and
fabricates the product in layer-by-layer deposition [4]. It is an integrated technique of RP
and computer aided design (CAD) which provides flexibility to use various shapes and
materials while achieving desired properties [5,6]. In FDM, the desired material is softened
and put into the liquefier that melts the material and then pushed out through a nozzle to
form the product as shown in Figure 1. The machine (liquefier) moves and the required
shape is achieved by depositing the extruded material [7].
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In recent years, the demand for mass production and reduced time and cost to manu-
facture high-quality products has increased, and with the demand, the need for FDM has
also increased [8]. For post-manufacturing operations, certain non-conventional machining
processes such as electro discharge machining (EDM), laser cutting, abrasive water jet
(AWJ), and vapor finishing are used [9], as non-traditional processing does not involve
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point-to-point contact between tools and parts which leads to lesser wastage and wear
and tear of material. These methods are an initiation of machining complex shapes with
surface finishing and low cost which meets the demands of efficient and improved manu-
facturing requirements [10]. In FDM, materials of various grades and structures are used.
Acrylonitrile–butadiene–styrene, commonly known as ABS, is used because of properties
such as corrosion resistance, high grade strength, resistance to heat, and chemical moisture,
and it is highly recommended for machining processes [11].

To machine or finish ABS substrates, post-processing methods include both traditional
and non-conventional machining processes. Residual stresses in quenched ABS sheets were
compared to equi-biaxial residual stresses by A. S. Maxwell and A. Turnbull. The layer-
removal process revealed equi-biaxial and repeatable residual stresses in the polymer sheet.
On the other hand, residual stresses measured via hole drilling were not equi-biaxial and
did not balance across the thickness of the specimen. Finally, the layer-removal technique
produced the most consistent findings for thickness residual stress measurements. The
hole-drilling technique may be more versatile for assessing residual stress in complicated
geometries. Moreover, Meinhard et al. also investigated the quality of a drilled hole in
a carbon fiber reinforced thermoplastic laminate using a traditional drilling technique.
Various imaging approaches were used to differentiate and group defects from the laminate
production process as well as from the machining system, and it was discovered that burrs,
rather than delamination, were the most common yet non-selective type of damage in
drilled CFRTP. The most common damage pattern in thermoplastics was burr formation
and fiber deflection in a plasticized matrix zone, accompanied with fiber cracks. In tradi-
tional methods, the ABS was treated with point-to-point contact due to which material
deformation occurs. Traditional tools damage the surface of the ABS parts and deteriorate
its finishing as heat is generated due to friction between the tool and workpiece, which
further melts down the material [12]. Due to conventional processes, the cost of tools has
changed and production has increased manyfold, increasing the production cost. The
observation of chips revealed that material is deformed plastically [13]. Further, owing
to the wastage and lack of manageability of plastic materials, 3D-printed parts are often
wasted during conventional machining; hence, we need the non-traditional approach to
recycle the parts. In case of such defects, recent research has been conducted to evolve a
better machining process. One of the most efficient methods of machining available is the
non-conventional process [14].

For post-processing non-traditional machining procedures such as electro discharge
machining (EDM), laser cutting, abrasive water jet (AWJ), and vapor finishing have been
utilized. Choudhury et al., for example, used a laser cutting procedure to drill holes in
ABS and PMMA polymer sheets of various diameters. Keeping as independent process
variables, laser power, assist gas pressure, cutting speed, and stand-off distance were
considered, and the ideal values of optimal parameters were obtained at a compressed air
pressure of 2.0 bar, laser force of 500 W, cutting pace of 0.6 m/min, workpiece laser distance
of 5.0 mm, hole diameter of 2.0 mm, and material of PMMA. These mixes had the least
amount of taper in the beginning. When ABS polymer was laser pierced, the hole was more
circular at the entry than at the exit whereas in PMMA, the aperture was more round at the
exit than the entry [15].

Additionally, chemical vapor processes are also used in machining. Such processes
improve the surface finishing, and these techniques use methods such as chemical treatment
and coating for surface improvement [16]. Machining processes such as drilling operations
are functioned on 3D-printed materials. These drilling operations are carried out with
non-traditional methods such as abrasive jet machining. Acetone vapor jet drilling is
performed on parts to further use them as jigs, fixtures, and tools, etc. Acetone helps in
the surface finishing while drilling and provides better results in terms of circularity of the
drill holes [17].

In comparison to tetrahydrofuran and methyl ethyl ketone (MEK), acetone is the best
liquid for treating ABS parts, whether by polishing or vapor smoothing or using it to stick
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parts together. Even if the solvent properties of tetrahydrofuran are the same as those of
acetone, it melts at a higher temperature and evaporates at a slower rate [18,19].

As ABS material is non-biodegradable which makes the plastic wastage more promi-
nent, it has further led to necessitated advancements in recycling of ABS material; therefore,
with reference to its effect on the environment, recycling of this material is a better ap-
proach [20–22].

Most of the previous work revolved around drilling with lasers, abrasives, and water
jets. These methods had replaced the traditional method of machining. The present
study focused on alternate ways of non-conventional machining and drilling, keeping
in view the recycling of ABS material. This research paper studied the effects of drilling
3D-printed parts with the help of acetone vapor. Acetone vapor jet drilling was used to
perform the operation on ABS. Investigation of parameters such as surface roughness and
circularity were performed. No research study has previously examined acetone drilling
on 3D-printed parts; hence, this research paper may be a breakthrough for new methods
of non-conventional drilling. The present study was carried out to optimize the surface
roughness and circularity of the drilled holes on ABS material.

2. Methodology

An optimization study was performed for this research to rule in the most suitable
parameters for the results. This paper complied with the Taguchi technique. Acetone was
applied as a surface enhancer to increase efficiency and smoothening of the treated surface.
The drilling operations with acetone required a parametric evaluation of the final result.
The result of this experiment allowed us to draw a conclusion on the effects of acetone
vapor jet drilling on 3D-printed materials for circularity and surface finish. Methodology
of the complete process is as shown below in Figure 2.
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2.1. Experimental Set-Up

For the present study, experiments were performed on a set-up of chemical vapor
jet machine designed in-house. The machine was sectioned in two majors as shown
in Figure 3a–c, of which the control flow part was the first section that comprised the
compressor, mixing chamber, and gauges. The second part was called the work station
section and was a buildup of control valves, nozzle, and reservoir. A high-pressure vapor
of air and acetone mixture was ejected which varied as per the operating conditions of the
particular experiment with the help of the flow control valve. Stand-off distance could be
varied with the adjustable worktable which could be measured with the help of the filler
gauge, whereas the pressure of compressed air could be adjusted with the pressure valve
and measured with the help of the pressure gauge mounted on the set-up.
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The parts used in the experimental set-up were based on the parameters and could
easily run the set-up for various grades of ABS. The parts mentioned in Table 1 were as
per the description, and the parts were shown and labeled according to the serial number
of Figure 4.
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Table 1. Description of parts used in experimental set-up.

S. NO. Material Description

1 Compressor Increases the working pressure to 12 bar.

2 Pressure gauge Maintains and regulates the pressure. Maximum pressure is 10 kgF/cm2 or 140 psi.

3 Inlet pipe Functions as a pathway for compressed air.

4 T-joint For joining of pipes, inlets and outlets.

5 Mixing chamber Mixing of vapors and acetone to create homogeneous solution. Mild steel material
build and 2.5 L volume.

6 Flow control valve Regulates the flow rate of the fluid. Maximum pressure is 10 kgF/cm2 or 140 psi.

7 Nozzle It is the outlet for high-pressure spray of liquids.

8 Outlet pipe Connects the mixing chamber to nozzle and flow control.

9 Workpiece The workpiece stand to hold the job for the experimentation.

10 Reservoir Storage unit to collect and recycle extra wasted vapor. About 40% of unused acetone
vapor is collected here.
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2.2. Work Material

Acrylonitrile–butadiene–styrene (ABS) is a thermoplastic material which is used to
make light and rigid parts. The quality of the ABS material makes it a more usable
and optimal material. Properties such as corrosion resistance, high grade strength, high
machinability, resistance to heat, chemical moisture, and various options of colors make it
more viable. Impact resistance and toughness is generally considered as the choosing factor
for the ABS material. The temperature range of ABS materials is between –40 ◦C to 100 ◦C,
which provides a useful range for various processes and uses. ABS materials practically find
their applications in most of the sectors in industries including automotive, aerospace, toy
manufacturing, electrical housing, home appliances, and many others. Different properties
of the ABS material are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Physical, mechanical & thermal properties of ABS.

Physical Properties

Property Extruded Moulded

Density (g/cm3) 0.350–1.26 1.02–1.17

Moisture absorption at
equilibrium (%) 0.150–0.200 0.000–0.200

Viscosity (cP)
(temperature 240–260 ◦C) 155,000–255,000 1.16 × 106–1.52 × 106

Linear mould shrinkage
(cm/cm) 0.00240–0.0120 0.00200–0.00900

Mechanical properties

Hardness Rockwell R 90.0–121 68.0–115

Tensile strength, ultimate
(MPa) 27.0–52.0 28.0–49.0

Tensile strength, yield (MPa) 20.0–62.0 13.0–65.0

Modulus of elasticity (GPa) 1.52–6.10 1.00–2.65

Elongation at yield (%) 0.620–30.0 1.70–6.00

Flexural modulus (GPa) 1.20–5.50 1.61–5.90

Flexural yield strength (MPa) 28.3–81.0 40.0–111

Charpy impact, notched (J/cm2) 0.900–5.00 0.400–14.0

Izod impact, notched (J/cm) 0.380–5.87 0.100–6.40

Thermal properties

Thermal conductivity (W/m-K) 0.150–0.200 0.128–0.200

Coefficient of thermal
expansion, linear (µm/m- ◦C) 68.0–110 0.800–155

Glass transition temperature
(◦C) 108–109 105–109

2.3. Experimentation

In order to investigate the effect of process variables on the surface roughness and
circularity of the ABS workpiece material, chemical vapor jet drilling using acetone under
various processing variables such as pressure, flow rate, and stand-off distance was selected,
considering literature review conclusions and process limitations. Selected process variables
are shown in the table below.

In the final experimentation, the first phase included the preparation of the work-
piece as per a required dimension (25 × 25 × 2.5 mm), which was selected as per set-up
limitations. Further, workpiece was placed on the workpiece holding fixture as in setup.

Three parametric sets that included pressure of the compressed air, flow rate of acetone
vapors, the distance between the workpiece and nozzle, and the machining with three
different levels were used as input variables for chemical vapor jet drilling. Nozzle holding
arrangement was provided just above the workpiece holding fixture and screws were
provided on it to adjust the stand-off distance, i.e., distance between nozzle and workpiece.
Compressed air pressure and flow rate of acetone vapors were maintained using flow-
regulating valves.

Finally, when the acetone vapor jet struck on the ABS workpiece surface at a defined
point, material was eroded and created a circular hole with significant surface finish around
the circumference with substantial circularity. Surface roughness of the substrates was
measured with the help of Mitutoyo Surftest SJ-410 (Manufactured by MITUTOYO, Aurora,
IL, USA).
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The drilled hole circularity was also measured to analyze drilling quality with the help of
Vertex-311 (Micro-Vu’s InSpec Metrology Software, Windsor, CA, USA) which recognizes and
identifies a circular shape and measures the circularity of the drilled hole. It was observed
that the diameter and circularity of the hole was 2.0274 mm and 0.3855 mm, respectively.

All the experiments have been performed according to the set processing parameters
as shown in Table 3 and the input variables as per Table 4.

Table 3. Processing variables and their different levels.

Processing Parameters Symbol
Level

1 2 3

Pressure (Bars) A 3 4 5

Flow rate (ml/min) B 13 16 19

Stand-off distance (mm) C 1.5 2.5 3.5

Table 4. Values of input variables.

Condition Pressure (Bars) Flow Rate (mL/min) Stand-off Distance (mm)

A 3 13 1.5
B 3 16 2.5
C 3 19 3.5
D 4 13 2.5
E 4 16 3.5
F 4 19 1.5
G 5 13 3.5
H 5 16 1.5
I 5 19 2.5

Figure 5 represents the acetone vapor jet drilling process in progress with respect to
different processing duration instants.
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Investigation, implementation, and scheduling are required to derive meaningful and
unambiguous results from measurements. The study focused on the recycling of the ABS
material since 3D-printed ABS materials and related parts are non-biodegradable, so there
is a significant demand to recycle ABS waste materials and its parts. To accomplish the
same goal, researchers used conventional procedures, but heat and stress creation such as
damage to the internal raster and rough internal surface after cooling of molten polymer
layers were two main difficulties that prompted them to shift to non-traditional ways.
Taking this into account, chemical vapor jet drilling was implemented. Furthermore, the
research aimed to investigate the effect of various input processing parameters on surface
roughness and circularity. The experimental technique of Taguchi L9 orthogonal array
design was utilized to conduct tests using chemical vapor jet drilling and evaluate the
performance of the set-up while reducing the influence of interfering factors in order to
provide reliable surface finish and circularity results.

The major influence plot of SN ratios was employed to choose the best combinations
of input process variables for optimal output values. Signal-to-noise ratios was utilized to
assess the rank of impactful variables on output parameters. It was proposed as a technique
for sorting the most and least affecting parameters between those studied. It was essential
in the current study.
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Increasing the responsiveness (change in surface roughness and circularity) necessi-
tates the “smaller is better” attribute. Equation (1) as shown below was utilized for finding
the SN ratio when the highest target value of a quality feature (response) was required:

S/N = −10 × log (Σ(Y2)/n)) (1)

where n represents the number of observations in the current investigation with n = 3.

3. Findings and Discussions

A total of nine trials were carried out, and a considerable improvement in surface
roughness and circularity using vapor jet drilling of ABS workpieces have been investigated

3.1. Optimization of Acetone Vapor Jet Drilling Process Parameters for Surface Roughness and
Circularity of ABS Polymer Using L9 Taguchi Orthogonal Array
3.1.1. Influence of Variables on Surface Finish

Figure 4 plots the factor effects on the SN ratio against various levels of each input
parameter for change in surface roughness as shown in Table 5. It is evident from Figure 6
that as the pressure rose from three bars to five bars, there was a noticeable change in
the SN ratio throughout. Further, with the rise in the flow rate of acetone vapors, the
SN ratio rose from 13 to 16 but it began declining with further improvement in flow rate
i.e., above 16. Similarly, a considerable change in the SN ratio was observed with the
improvement in stand-off distance from 1.5 mm to 2.5 mm, although it declined again with
further improvement.

Table 5. Surface roughness responses.

S. No. Pressure Flow Rate Stand-Off Distance Surface Roughness SNRA1

1 3 13 1.5 2.664 −8.51068
2 3 16 2.5 1.598 −4.07154
3 3 19 3.5 2.528 −8.05554
4 4 13 2.5 2.56 −8.1648
5 4 16 3.5 2.461 −7.82223
6 4 19 1.5 4.056 −12.162
7 5 13 3.5 3.663 −11.2767
8 5 16 1.5 4.095 −12.2451
9 5 19 2.5 4.205 −12.4753

Moreover, ANOVA was adopted for the analysis of the experimental data. The
ANOVA result for surface roughness is presented in Table 6. From the table, it can be seen
that input variables, namely pressure, contributed maximum influence towards surface
roughness, and the flow rate and stand-off distance also had a considerable influence over
the surface roughness. It was found that all the three parameters were significant as their
p values were below 0.05 at a 95% confidence level as shown in Table 7.

The normal probability plots of residuals in Figure 7 show that the points for output
parameters, i.e., surface roughness, often form straight lines, indicating that residuals are
normally distributed. If the points deviated from a straight line, the normalcy assumption
might have been considered invalid. Thus, normally distributed data demonstrate the
usefulness of the Taguchi technique in creating strong designs with few errors while
running fewer experiments, as discovered by earlier researchers [21–35].
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Table 7. ANOVA results for surface roughness.

Source DF Seq SS Contribution Adj SS Adj MS F-Value p-Value

Pressure 2 4.47992 64.79% 4.47992 2.23996 1014.73 0.001

Flow rate 2 1.23312 17.83% 1.23312 0.61656 279.31 0.004

Stand-off Distance 2 1.19715 17.31% 1.19715 0.59858 271.16 0.004
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3.1.2. Influence of Variables on Circularity

Figure 8 displays the factor effects on the SN ratio vs. different values of each input
parameter for the change in circularity. It is clear that when the pressure rose from three to
four bars, the SN ratio declined noticeably; further, pressure increase resulted in a significant
decrease in the SN ratio. Furthermore, as the flow rate of acetone vapors increased from
13 to 16, the SN ratio degraded dramatically before rebounding with an additional flow
rate increase. Correspondingly, a significant change in the SN ratio was detected with
an increase in stand-off distance from 1.5 mm to 2.5 mm, although modest changes were
observed again with further improvement. Response of circularity and SN ratio with
respect to input variables is shown in Table 8.

Table 9 specified the rank of input variables with respect to their effect on circularity.
The ANOVA findings for the analysis of circularity on experimental data are shown in

Table 10 below. From the table, it can be seen that the input variable of flow rate of acetone
vapors contributed maximum influence (75.80%) toward circularity, with pressure also
having a considerable influence (18.50%) over the circularity. Among the three criteria,
stand-off distance was shown to be the least significant in terms of circularity. Pressure and
flow rate were also judged to be significant because their p values were less than 0.05 at the
95 percent confidence level.

The residual normal probability plots in Figure 9 show that the points for output
parameters of circularity frequently form sharp lines, indicating that the variables were
normally distributed. The normality assumption may have been judged faulty if the points
diverged from a straight line.
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Table 8. Circularity responses.

S. No. Pressure Flow Rate Stand-off Distance Circularity SNRA1

1 3 13 1.5 0.332 9.577238

2 3 16 2.5 0.4951 6.106141

3 3 19 3.5 0.3855 8.279512

4 4 13 2.5 0.3629 8.804261

5 4 16 3.5 0.496 6.090366

6 4 19 1.5 0.3598 8.878777

7 5 13 3.5 0.4119 7.704164

8 5 16 1.5 0.521 5.663246

9 5 19 2.5 0.4631 6.686504

Table 9. Response table for signal-to-noise ratios. Smaller is better.

Level Pressure Flow Rate Stand-Off Distance

1 7.988 8.695 8.040

2 7.924 5.953 7.199

3 6.685 7.948 7.358

Delta 1.303 2.742 0.841

Rank 2 1 3
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Table 10. ANOVA results for circularity.

Source DF Seq SS Contribution Adj SS Adj MS F-Value p-Value

Pressure 2 0.007234 18.50% 0.007234 0.003617 60.95 0.016

Flow rate 2 0.029647 75.80% 0.029647 0.014824 249.80 0.004

Stand-off Distance 2 0.002110 5.40% 0.002110 0.001055 17.78 0.053

Error 2 0.000119 0.30% 0.000119 0.000059

Total 8 0.039110 100.00%
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3.2. SEM Microstructural Analysis

SEM analysis, also known as scanning electron microscopy, is a method of image
magnification to carry out the analysis of any material. This analysis provides data on the
failures, deformations, and damages that crept in the material during various machining
processes [33–57]. Operations such as turning, milling, and drilling carried out on a material
damages the surface and internal structure, which is analyzed with SEM analysis. In our
study, SEM analysis was performed on a workpiece which was processed for durations
of 20 s, 50 s, or 80 s of chemical vapor jet drilling while keeping pressure at 4 bar, stand-
off distance at 2 mm, and flow rate at 16 mL. SEM analysis shows the highly magnified
pictorial representation of the material which makes it easier to figure out the changes,
surface roughness, and the circularity of the experimental data. In acetone vapor jet drilling
used in our research, the images obtained from the SEM data as shown in Figure 4 allowed
us to conclude that the rate of material removal was directly proportional to the time
of drilling operation. If the operation was performed for longer durations, the removed
material was higher in quantity. The depth as obtained from the data was 0.27 mm of
material removed for every 20 s of operation. In the experimentation, the ABS material
used as workpiece was of 2.5 mm of thickness. Wave-like patterns were introduced on
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the surface after the initial 20 s of operation as shown in Figure 10a. The depth was 0.27
mm for the first operation performed for 20 s, 1.38 mm after the 50 s of drilling operation,
and 2.20 mm after the final operation of 80 s. In the second operation, the depth of the cut
was clearly visible and after the final operation, the surface of the material could be seen
more smoothly and clearly with the circularity of the cut being rounder and finer. SEM
analysis provided data on circularity of the hole. The width and depth of the cut after the
20 s operation was 1.945 mm and 2.127 mm, respectively. Similarly, for 50 s of operation,
the circularity of the hole was much more evenly distributed with a width of 2.177 mm and
a cut depth of 2.087 mm. In the final stage of 80 s of operation, a width of 3.035 mm was
observed along with a depth of 3.016 mm. The circularity for the 80 s operation was better
than the other optimization.

Figure 10a reveals that after 20 s of acetone treatment, the material removal was
significantly reduced. There was no significant change and the surface was quite rough.
Figure 10b shows that the effects were enlarged and could be seen because the duration
of the acetone treatment was increased to 50 s. The material removal and the depth of the
cut was greater as shown in Table 11. For the final analysis, SEM images were taken for
experimental condition A, B, and C shown in Figure 11. After comparison of Figure 10a–c,
it can be clearly seen that condition A, the least level of all the input variables, provided the
best circularity result which was also verified from circularity response values. However,
condition B provided the poorest circularity result.
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Table 11. Material removal results.

S. NO. Duration (s) Depth (mm) Material Removal (mm3)

1 20 0.27 0.2660

2 50 1.38 2.1548

3 80 2.20 6.5702
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3.3. Differential Scanning Calorimetry

DSC, differential scanning calorimetry, is a thermal analysis method of changes in the
material due to changes in the heat and temperature. This method works on the principle of
effects due to heat in and out, that is, the heat absorbed and emitted from the material, and
the changes are then observed under the controlled temperature program. The observations
are made on the pattern of changes in the physical properties with respect to time and
temperature. The changes in the melting point and crystallization point are measured along
with similar ranges. DSC measures the heat effect and changes with reference to a standard
material. In our experimentation, the material underwent a three-level heating and cooling
process as standardized for the DSC method [55–63]. The three-level process involved
heating at room temperature from 25 ◦C to 350 ◦C at a rate of 10 ◦C per minute as shown
in the Figure 12a–d. In the second level of the process, the material was maintained at the
temperature of 350 ◦C for 1 min, and in the final level of DSC, the material was cooled at
a rate of 10 ◦C from the temperature of 350 ◦C to 25 ◦C. The materials that we used were
samples of ABS, namely ABS-A, ABS-B, ABS-C, and ABS-D as descripted in Table 12.
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Table 12. ABS sample details for DSC and FTIR.

Material Time Duration

ABS-A Unprocessed material for reference

ABS-B Treated for 2 s

ABS-C Treated for 15 s

ABS-D Treated for 25 s

Heat is absorbed or emitted from the material and hence changes the temperature
and physical properties while going through a phase transition. The temperature of the
phase transition is called glass transition temperature (Tg), at which the material shows
macromolecular properties. The DSC graph reveals that the glass transition temperature
for the materials was 104 ◦C. Specific heat capacity (Cp) is the amount of heat required
for raising the temperature of unit mass by 1 ◦C. The specific heat capacity is a dependent
quantity on temperature which rises in proportion [58–67]. While raising the temperature to
the ABS material by imparting heat to it, the material starts to melt, also known as melting
temperature (Tm). The DSC analysis graph reveals that the materials after the treatment of
acetone vapor jet drilling concluded to various melting temperature at 238.85 ◦C, 227.41 ◦C,
and 239.03 ◦C as shown in Table 13. The Tm, or the melting temperature, provide insights
about how a material will function under high temperature. The Tm denotes the melting
of the material, which means that the physical and chemical properties of the materials
are changed. Hence, with the help of DSC analysis, we can also obtain safe working
temperatures and parameters for any material. In our analysis, the temperature raised
in ABS materials was due to acetone vapors that did not match the Tm. This analysis is
consistent with the reason for opting out of the acetone vapor jet and acetone chemical
which is that it does not regulate or change the physical and chemical properties of acetone;
hence, these materials can function at its fullest.
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Table 13. Optimization of DSC graph.

Work Piece Weight (mg) Tg (◦C) Cp (J/K) Tm (◦C) Rm (◦C) Rc (◦C)

ABS-A 1.300 104 0.216 128.03 98–134 256–295

ABS-B 1.600 104 0.120 238.85 102–113 132–138

ABS-C 2.500 105 0.203 227.41 104–110 110–117

ABS-D 2.600 106 0.198 239.03 237–241 107–148

3.4. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy

A material if passed through the electromagnetic spectrum either absorbs the spectrum
or lets the spectrum pass through it. In FTIR, the infrared spectrum absorption or emittance
decides the presence of groups in various materials. The spectroscopy concludes the amount
of transmittance which further evaluates the amount of different functional substances and
groups present. This experimentation was set up on Perkin-Nicolet Nexus 470. The basic
principle behind FTIR is the infrared transmittance and emittance through the materials.
Lights of various wavelengths and spectra are passed through the material. The materials
then, as per their structure and properties, absorb or emit some or all of the light. These
data were recorded and analyzed using the information presented in Table 14 below. The
range of the FTIR spectrum was about 400 cm−1 to 4000 cm−1. The data revealed that high
absorption of the light led to the presence of a high number of bonds in the material. FTIR
analysis was depicted graphically and the curves of the graphs were used to conclude the
data (Figure 13). The curve represents various wave numbers and the transmittance of the
light through the material at specific wave numbers.
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Table 14. Presence of functional group in FTIR analysis.

SL. No. Frequency Range (cm−1) Functional Group

1 3854 O–H strectching vibrations

2 3587.12 Phenols

3 3373–3422 Bonded N–H/C–H/O–H
stretching of amines and amides

4 2918.2–2954 C–H

5 2500–3300 Carboxyl acid

6 2322.8–2138.1 C–N

7 2047.30 Silicon compounds

8 1733.59 Ketones

9 1405–1445 Alkanes

10 1421–1415 C–O/C–H bending

11 1382–1036 C–O

12 1215–1325 Alkyl ketones

13 1020–1220 Alkyl amines

14 1026 Vibration of C–O in alcohol hydroxyl group

15 469 Alkyl halides

In our experimental set-up, the ABS materials showed vivid curves at different wave-
lengths after treatment with acetone. The data were used to draw resemblance of bond
numbers and material property changes in the ABS material. The percentage of transmit-
tance was directly proportional to the presence of several elements and bonds. In the graphs
given below, we can observe a broad spectrum curve between 3600 cm−1 and 3200 cm−1.
These curves represent the presence of hydroxyl groups (–OH). There are several minified
curves at around 3000 cm−1 to 2800 cm−1. This minified broad spectrum is also a part of
the –OH groups bond in the material [68–75]. The other functional group present in the
ABS material after the treatment with acetone was the aromatic compounds bond, as we
can see peaks of the curves at around 1600 cm−1 to 1400 cm−1. There are several peaks
with a high level of transmittance at the end of the wave. The wave numbers between
1000 cm−1 to 600 cm−1 show peaks and needles of transmittance of about 92% as shown
in Table 15. Hence, the FTIR analysis concluded the presence of majorly –OH, aromatic
compounds, and CO bonds in the ABS material after the treatment with acetone.

Table 15. Bonding table of FTIR.

W. N. (Wavenumber) (cm−1) Bonds Present ABS-A ABS-B ABS-C ABS-D

3600–2800 –OH 98% 77% 80% 85%

1550–1400 Aromatic compounds 92% 65% 60% 65%

1000–600 C–O 81% 42% 38% 35%
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3.5. Validation of Optimized Factors

The influence of various factors on the response, as stated earlier, is based on the
results of quantitative descriptive statistical analysis. It is necessary to compare statistical
results. Calculations based on experimental values obtained at optimal conditions accepted
the vapor jet drilling for recycling of manufactured parts. Confirmatory investigations
were carried out in order to substantiate the findings.

The optimal settings are as follows: A1B2C2 for the greatest change in surface rough-
ness and A1B1C1 for the circularity as obtained from the response table for signal-to-noise
ratios i.e., Tables 6 and 8. A measurement recurrence technique was implemented, and the
investigational results were compared to the theoretically predicted values [67–77]. The
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values of the SN ratios for surface roughness and circularity could be computed under
ideal conditions using Equations:
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Equation (2). This gives:
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Ƞ opt = −4.31974

The corresponding values of surface roughness can be calculated using formula:

Y2
opt = 10 −ηopt/10 (4)

Equation (4) was derived from Equation (1) where Yopt = 1.64432 is optimal response
surface roughness achieved at optimized parameter settings A1B2C2.

Similarly, the optimal value of SN ratios (
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Ƞ opt = M∆C + (MA1 − M∆C) + (MB1 − M∆C) + (MC1 − M∆C) (5)

here, M∆C = mean of SN ratios of ∆C = 67.79021 (mean of column No. 6 in Table 8).
Substitute optimal values (MA1, MB1, MC1) from Table 9 for circularity in Equation (4).

This gives:
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Ƞ opt = 7.532245 + (7.988 − 7.532245) + (8.695 − 7.532245) + (8.040 − 7.532245) (6)
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Ƞ opt = 9.65851

Using Equation (2), Yopt = 0.3289080 which is an optimal value of circularity achieved
at optimized parameter settings A1B1C1.

The theoretical calculations predicted values of 1.64432 and 0.3289080 for surface
roughness and circularity, respectively. On the other hand, the experimental values were
recorded as 1.598 for surface roughness and 0.322 for circularity. Therefore, a negligible
error of 0.046 for surface roughness and 0.0031 for circularity, respectively, was noted
which validate the statistical equations and the consistency of the combined vapor jet
drilling process.

4. Conclusions

A comprehensive examination of the machining impacts of acetone vapor jet on the
surface finishing and circularity of 3D-printed ABS material was carried out. The proposed
procedure resulted in improved material surface finish and circularity. Major inferences are
given below:

i. Taguchi analysis revealed that pressure has maximum impact on surface roughness.
The lower pressure of the vapor jet (3 bar) and a medium setting of flow rate
(16 mL/min.) and 2.5 mm results in a better finish.

ii. Circularity was significantly influenced by vapor concentration and as per SN
ratio graphs, all the parameters must be maintained at lower levels for yielding
better results.

iii. The SEM and micro-image analyses showed that the time of acetone treatment
enhances drilling quality and efficiency. The longer the surface was exposed to
acetone, the more material it eliminated and the smoother it became.
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iv. Because the rate of material removal rose with time, the time duration of vapor
machining was directly related to the overall improvement in machining effects
and drilling of the parts.

v. The surface roughness improved over time, and the acetone vapor treatment could
also be employed in the treatment of recyclable materials.

vi. Waste industrial equipment such as jigs and fixtures could be recycled and reused;
other electronics products could also be recycled for further use.

vii. According to DSC, the typical glass transition temperature (Tg) is 105 ◦C. For vapor
treated samples, a high melting temperature and melting enthalpy were observed,
resulting in higher thermal resistance. The presence of hydroxyl (OH) and aromatic
chemicals in the ABS material was revealed by FTIR. More research is necessary
on machining and drilling as well as surface smoothening with non-traditional
procedures and chemicals.

viii. Successfully investigated the effects of chemical treatment on dimensional stability,
hole and surface quality, regularity, and smoothness after drilling of the parts.
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